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Executive Summary
On January 30, 2019, Facebook, Inc. (NASDAQ: FB) announced its Q4 2018 earnings
results. In so doing, CEO Mark Zuckerberg unambigiously committed securities fraud,
violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Before the official announcement, the company had warned select journalists in advance that it would have a blockbuster quarter—itself an action of questionable
legality—and it didn’t disappoint. Facebook’s common shares soared from $150
per share to around $170, adding approximately $50 billion to its already bloated
and fraudulent market capitalization. It goes without saying that Zuckerberg had an
immense personal incentive to lie about the company’s prospects given his status as
majority shareholder.
What neither Mark nor other company executives mentioned is that Facebook’s
impressive numbers were mainly the result of “manipulative or deceptive device[s]
or contrivance[s],” to borrow the terminology of the law, perpetrated both by and
on the company, and it would use further unlawful manipulation and contrivance to
describe them. Internally, Facebook employees have a much simpler term for fraud
that helps its bottom line, recently made public by Reveal: “friendly fraud.” Though
the term was used by Facebook employees as part of their zealous efforts to scam
money out of children, it also applies equally well to money wrongfully extracted from
adults.
According to the transcript, Zuckerberg lied to investors within 20 seconds of speaking on the earnings call, falsely claiming, “Our community continues to grow.” Every
available metric from sources other than Facebook show this clear, direct statement
to be false. In multiple previous quarters, Facebook itself attempted to warn investors that its growth was slowing—and by then it was already clearly negative.
In sum, Facebook’s “community” is not growing. It has not been growing for years.
Facebook is shrinking at a rapid pace, but so long as investors can be led to believe
otherwise, Mark can forestall the share price’s inevitable collapse.
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Wehner, CFO.
Before we get started, I would like to take this opportunity to remind you that our remarks today will
include forward‐looking statements. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated by
these forward‐looking statements.

Facebook’s Negative Growth

Factors that could cause these results to differ materially are set forth in today’s press release, and in
our quarterly report on form 10‐Q filed with the SEC. Any forward‐looking statements that we make on
this call are based on assumptions as of today and we undertake no obligation to update these
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And now, I’d like to turn the call over to Mark.
Mark Zuckerberg, CEO
Thanks Deborah, and thank you all for joining us today. Our community continues to grow and our
business delivered good results this quarter. There are now 2.7 billion people using Facebook,
Instagram, WhatsApp or Messenger each month, and more than 2 billion people who use at least one of
our services every day.
On our last call, I talked about our overall strategy as we face some important opportunities and
challenges.
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As of Q4 2018, Facebook claimed that within the United States, 2 million new Daily
Active Users had joined its service throughout 2018. This is hard to believe. 1Nonetheless, on January 30, 2019, CNBC reported, “Facebook soars after it crushes earnings, posts record profit,”1 and it was hardly the only media outlet to repeat the
company’s claims without question.

Data Source 1: Google
Even years after the public began to grow accustomed to domain names ending with
suffixes such as “.com,” “.net” and “.org” (called Top-Level Domains, or TLDs), many
people still find it easier to conduct most of their internet use through a search engine, and through Google in particular. Google, of course, encourages this behavior
and built an entire web browser, Chrome, that conflates the URL bar and the search
bar (which are separated in other browsers) by design.
Whether using Chrome or Firefox or Safari, millions of people access websites primarily through Google, and the Facebook website at http://www.facebook.com is
no exception. Google Trends, which provides relative measurements of search keywords, is therefore a useful tool to assess the popularity of a given site once it reaches
a certain scale. For this report, we compared interest in Facebook to interest in other
known, consistently popular internet searches. In the United States, these included
“trump”, “obama,” and “sex.”
1

1

CNBC, January 30, 2019, “Facebook soars after it crushes earnings, posts record profit.”
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/30/facebook-earnings-q4-2018.html
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According to Google Trends, Facebook reached its peak search interest in the United States in December 2010. Since, it has fallen 65%.
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Now here’s Dave.
David Wehner, CFO
Thanks Sheryl and good afternoon, everyone.
Q4 was a strong quarter, wrapping up a good year for our business. Full-year 2018 revenue grew 37% to
$56 billion and we generated over $15 billion of free cash flow.
Let’s begin with our community metrics
Daily active users on Facebook reached 1.52 billion, up 9% compared to 2017, led by growth in India,
Indonesia, and the Philippines. This number represents approximately 66% of the 2.32 billion monthly
active users in Q4. MAUs grew 191 million or 9% compared to last year.
Turning to our overall family metrics. Around 2.7 billion people worldwide used one of our applications
in December and on average over 2 billion people were active daily. This is our best estimate of our deaudience
across
Facebook,
Instagram,
Messenger,
and WhatsApp. We believe these numbers
An excerptduplicated
of page 7 from
Facebook’s
January
30, 2019
Q4 2018 earnings
call transcript.
better reflect the size of our community and the fact that many people are using more than one of our
services.
For the time being, we will continue to disclose both sets of numbers, but over time we expect
Reality
Check
family metrics will play the primary role in how we talk about our company, and we will eventually
phase out Facebook-only community metrics.
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Limitations of Key Metrics and Other Data
The numbers for our key metrics, which include our daily active users (DAUs), monthly active users (MAUs), and average revenue per user (ARPU), are calculated using internal company
data based on the activity of user accounts. While these numbers are based on what we believe to be reasonable estimates of our user base for the applicable period of measurement,
there are inherent challenges in measuring usage of our products across large online and mobile populations around the world. In addition, we are continually seeking to improve our
estimates of our user base, and such estimates may change due to improvements or changes in our methodology.
We regularly evaluate these metrics to estimate the number of "duplicate" and "false" accounts among our MAUs. A duplicate account is one that a user maintains in addition to his or her
principal account. We divide "false" accounts into two categories: (1) user-misclassified accounts, where users have created personal profiles for a business, organization, or non-human
entity such as a pet (such entities are permitted on Facebook using a Page rather than a personal profile under our terms of service); and (2) undesirable accounts, which represent user
profiles that we determine are intended to be used for purposes that violate our terms of service, such as spamming. The estimates of duplicate and false accounts are based on an internal
review of a limited sample of accounts, and we apply significant judgment in making this determination. For example, to identify duplicate accounts we use data signals such as similar IP
addresses or user names, and to identify false accounts we look for names that appear to be fake or other behavior that appears inauthentic to the reviewers. Our estimates may change
as our methodologies evolve, including through the application of new data signals or technologies, which may allow us to identify previously undetected duplicate or false accounts and
may improve our ability to evaluate a broader population of our users. Duplicate and false accounts are very difficult to measure at our scale, and it is possible that the actual number of
duplicate and false accounts may vary significantly from our estimates.
In the fourth quarter of 2018, we estimate that duplicate accounts may have represented approximately 11% of our worldwide MAUs. We believe the percentage of duplicate accounts is
meaningfully higher in developing markets such as the Philippines and Vietnam, as compared to more developed markets. In the fourth quarter of 2018, we estimate that false accounts
may have represented approximately 5% of our worldwide MAUs. Our estimation of false accounts can vary as a result of episodic spikes in the creation of such accounts, which we have
seen originate more frequently in specific countries such as Indonesia and Vietnam. From time to time, we may make product changes or take other actions to reduce the number of
duplicate or false accounts among our users, which may also reduce our DAU and MAU estimates in a particular period.
Our data limitations may affect our understanding of certain details of our business. For example, while user-provided data indicates a decline in usage among younger users, this age data
is unreliable because a disproportionate number of our younger users register with an inaccurate age. Accordingly, our understanding of usage by age group may not be complete.
In addition, our data regarding the geographic location of our users is estimated based on a number of factors, such as the user's IP address and self-disclosed location. These factors may
not always accurately reflect the user's actual location. For example, a user may appear to be accessing Facebook from the location of the proxy server that the user connects to rather
than from the user's actual location. The methodologies used to measure user metrics may also be susceptible to algorithm or other technical errors. Our estimates for revenue by user
location and revenue by user device are also affected by these factors.
We regularly review our processes for calculating these metrics, and from time to time we may discover inaccuracies in our metrics or make adjustments to improve their accuracy, including
adjustments that may result in the recalculation of our historical metrics. We believe that any such inaccuracies or adjustments are immaterial unless otherwise stated. We intend to disclose
our estimates of the number of duplicate and false accounts among our MAUs on an annual basis. In addition, our DAU and MAU estimates will differ from estimates published by third
parties due to differences in methodology.
The numbers of DAUs and MAUs discussed in this presentation, as well as ARPU, do not include Instagram, WhatsApp, or Oculus users unless they would otherwise qualify as such users,
respectively, based on their other activities on Facebook.
In addition, other user engagement metrics included herein do not include Instagram, WhatsApp, or Oculus unless otherwise specifically stated.
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Facebook’s own disclaimers suggest that its miraculous Q4 2018 growth originated from the countries with the worst track records for fraud.

This is a completely different story than the one told by Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook executives on highly regulated earnings calls. On the calls, Facebook is growing,
or at worst, its rate of growth is merely slowing.
On the January 30, 2019 Q4 2018 earnings call, Facebook CFO David Wehner gave
some color to Mark Zuckerberg’s opening remark. In his words, “Daily active users on Facebook reached 1.52 billion, up 9% compared to 2017, led by growth in
India, Indonesia, and the Philippines.” As it so happens, Indonesia and the Philippines
were specifically called out in different written disclosures posted the same day at
the end of Facebook’s Q4 2018 investor slide deck. Those countries were explicitly
mentioned because they are the worst offenders in the world when it comes to fake
accounts. In other words, according to the company, the locations where Facebook
claims to be growing the fastest are the same locations where fraud is most rampant.
This is not a coincidence. Facebook has long since saturated the free world with its
product, and there is effectively no more demand to be found anywhere.
The Google Trends statistics for India, Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam are grim.
In all graphs, “facebook” is represented as the blue line. As a baseline, the term
3
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“sex”—guaranteed to be a popular search
keyword worldwide regardless of language or season—is included for the sake
of comparison in green. Country-specific
keywords are included in red and yellow
(the English name of each country and its
capital city).
The primary takeaway is that Facebook is
not growing in any of the specific countries Wehner mentioned, nor is it growing
overall worldwide, contrary to the company’s claim. In India, search interest in
Facebook is down roughly 90% from the
peak in March 2013. In Indonesia, search
interest is down 89% from April 2011. In
the Philippines, search interest is down
61% from August 2011. In Vietnam, search
interest is down 80%. In all of these countries, search interest in Facebook has declined steadily and precipitously, in keeping
with a Bell curve-shaped pattern familiar
to those who have watched other products with strong network effects come and
go. To reiterate: India, Indonesia and the
Philippines are the places Facebook’s CFO
just said it is growing the most rapidly.

India

Indonesia

The Philippines

Vietnam
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A reasonable counterargument is that the
Google Trends data are immaterial given
the rise of mobile computing, especially
after 2007 when the iPhone launched.
However, the majority of mobile devices worldwide are powered by Android,
which is owned by Google and therefore
makes search traffic more likely to flow
through Google’s servers, where it is captured for analysis by Google Trends. Arguably, Google could also have imperfect
measurement algorithms itself. That possibility is somewhat mitigated by the fact
that there are other sources of data that
suggest the Google Trends graphs, which
all slope decidedly down and to the right,
4

are not an aberration. Bing Webmaster Tools, for example, also shows a decrease in
search traffic for Facebook, though its data is less comprehensive and clear.

Data Source 2: Nielsen
A recent Business Insider article2 summarizes data from established metrics firm
Nielsen succinctly:
“Facebook’s grip on people’s time and attention is slipping.

Pivotal Research analyzed Nielsen data and found time spent on Facebook
to have declined consistently throughout 2016, 2017, and most of 2018.

The amount of time people are spending
on the Silicon Valley company’s main social
network has dropped by almost 7% from a
year ago, according to new data from the research firm Nielsen that was highlighted in
a recent research note by Pivotal’s Brian Wieser. Though users are spending more time
with the Facebook-owned Instagram, it didn’t
make up for the declining use of Facebook’s

primary service.
‘Overall, including Facebook, Messenger, Instagram and WhatsApp, Facebook’s share
of digital consumption was at 15.2% vs. 16.9% in the year-ago period,’ Wieser wrote
in his note.”
The article continues:
“The Nielsen data wasn’t the only bad news for Facebook. A new study of teens by
Common Sense Media cited by the news website Axios found that only 15% of those
ages 13 to 17 said their ‘go-to social site’ was Facebook, down from 68% in 2012.
Such statistics suggest consumers are increasingly turning away from the world’s largest social network in favor of its competitors, underscoring the challenges facing the
firm as it attempts to rebound from a series of bruising scandals.”
Notably, Facebook’s attempts to compete with YouTube through Instagram TV (IGTV)
and Facebook Watch have fallen flat, partially reflected by these metrics. Yet Mark
Zuckerberg still insists that Facebook is growing, and the press generally nods approvingly.
2

5

Business Insider, September 16, 2018, “Facebook is losing its grip on users’ attention.”
https://www.businessinsider.com/nielsen-the-amoung-of-time-people-spend-on-facebook-is-declining-2018-9
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Data from SensorTower indicates that Facebook’s mobile apps are not as popular as they used to be both on iOS and Android.

Data Source 3: SensorTower
SensorTower is a San Francisco startup that describes itself as “the leading solution
for mobile marketers, app developers, and industry analysts who demand competitive
insights on the mobile market economy and are looking to increase app downloads
through app store optimization.” The company makes limited data available about
iOS and Android mobile applications for free, with additional data available on a subscription basis at http://www.sensortower.com.
Even SensorTower shows Facebook’s core mobile app beginning to slip in the app
Reality Check
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stores on both platforms. After years of stability, the Facebook Android app began to
slip from the #1 spot in the Social category starting around mid-2016. The Facebook
iPad app has also demonstrated lower lows in the Apple app store rankings, almost
hitting #40 for all categories in January 2019, down from #15 a year prior.
Generally speaking, these statistics are consistent with other metrics that indicate that
interest in Facebook is shrinking in a notable and measurable manner, both on the
desktop and mobile platforms.

Keeping The Numbers Pretty
“Friendly Fraud”
Unlike the metrics described in the previous section, Facebook’s graphs always seem
to magically go up and to the right. On January 24, 2019, when we released our
main Reality Check report on Facebook, Inc. upon which this document builds, we
posited that at least 50% of Facebook user accounts may be fake. That same day,
Reveal reported that Facebook employees had been using the phrase “friendly fraud”
internally to describe their support for known fraudulent practices that increased the
company’s bottom line.3 Reveal’s reporting focused on Facebook’s eager willingness
to steal money from children. It goes without saying that the more money Facebook
steals, the better its profit numbers look—and the company has employed a wide
variety of methods to steal from not only children, but advertisers as well.
Friendly fraud can take and has taken many forms. Click farms might also qualify as
“friendly fraud,” and at scale, some of them can have a real impact.4 In mid-2017, at
one Chinese-run click farm in Thailand, authorities discovered 400,000 SIM cards,
used to simulate unique identities.5 It would only take five such click farms to fabricate
Facebook’s 2018 “growth” of 2 million users in the United States.

The Magical DAU/MAU Relationship
The relationship between Daily Active Users (DAU) and Monthly Active Users
(MAU) is one way of measuring how engaged Facebook users are with the platform. A person signing in at least once a day, as opposed to once a month, clearly
has more interest in what is happening with friends and brands on Facebook, and is
therefore more valuable to advertisers, and by extension, the company itself. With
DAU in the numerator and MAU in the denominator, a higher ratio (closer to 100%
3
4
5

7

Reveal, January 24, 2019, “Facebook knowingly duped game-playing kids and their parents out of money.”
https://www.revealnews.org/article/facebook-knowingly-duped-game-playing-kids-and-their-parents-out-of-money/
The Guardian, August 2, 2013, “How low-paid workers at ‘click farms’ create appearance of online popularity.”
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/aug/02/click-farms-appearance-online-popularity
Agence France-Presse, June 14, 2017, “400,000 SIM card Chinese ‘click farm’ busted in Thailand.”
https://www.asiaone.com/asia/thai-police-bust-chinese-click-farm-seize-400000-sim-cards
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Excerpts from Facebook’s DAU/MAU relationship tables going back to 2014 (which included data starting in Q2 2012) reveal an inexplicable
and perfectly consistent plateau in the ratio.

in percentage terms) is better for the company. From 2012 through Q4 2015, Facebook reported a steadily increasing relationship between DAUs and MAUs, starting
at 58% and working its way to 65%. Then, starting in Q1 2016, the DAU-MAU ratio
got stuck at precisely 66%. For the next two years, no matter what happened, that
ratio never changed.
Numbers that appear too perfect are red flags for fraud. Here, Facebook’s metric is
particularly suspect because every indication suggests that users have been leaving its
platform in droves, and that those who remain are spending less time on it. Yet the
reported DAU/MAU ratio is still 66% even as of Q4 2018.
One possible explanation is that Facebook has been manipulating numbers by changing e-mail update settings without users’ permission. Several users have reported
receiving e-mails from Facebook inviting them to check on a friend’s status update
or some similar type of post, when those users had already opted out of such e-mail
updates. Even inadvertent clicks on links from such e-mails would help manipulate
active user metrics. DAU and MAU statistics reported by Facebook also fail to take
fake accounts into consideration.

A Model for Fake Accounts
As of Q4 2018, Facebook updated its disclosures to
indicate that 11% of its accounts are likely “duplicate”
and 5% are “false,” or an increase of 1% for each metric. Combined, this would suggest that of the 2.3 billion supposed Monthly Active Users who use Facebook, 16% or 368 million are not real people. (As of
2017, the estimated population of the United States
is 325.7 million people.) More than two weeks after its earnings call, Facebook has still not updated its
“transparency portal,” so it is impossible to glean any
additional data regarding the absolute number of fake
accounts the company removed.
The Guardian videotaped inside a click farm located in
Dhaka, Bangaldesh that created fake “likes” on Facebook,
among other services.

Reality Check

The 16% number is closer to the truth, but still far
8

Table 1: PlainSite Weighted Average Fake Account Model
50% Targeted Average

Accounts in Millions

Realistic

Year

Total
Accounts

New
Accounts

% Real

% Fake

Real

Fake

% Real

% Fake

Real

Fake

2004

1

1

99.95%

0.05%

0.9995

0.0005

99.95%

0.05%

0.9995

0.0005

2005

6

5

99.50%

0.50%

4.4775

0.0225

99.50%

0.50%

4.4775

0.0225

2006

12

7

98.00%

2.00%

6.3700

0.1300

85.00%

15.00%

5.5250

0.9750

2007

52

40

90.00%

10.00%

36.0000

4.0000

75.00%

25.00%

30.0000

10.0000

2008

100

48

85.00%

15.00%

40.8000

7.2000

70.00%

30.00%

33.6000

14.4000

2009

360

260

80.00%

20.00%

208.0000

52.0000

65.00%

35.00%

169.0000

91.0000

2010

608

248

70.00%

30.00%

173.6000

74.4000

55.00%

45.00%

136.4000

111.6000

2011

845

237

60.00%

40.00%

142.2000

94.8000

45.00%

55.00%

106.6500

130.3500

2012

1,056

211

50.00%

50.00%

105.5000

105.5000

40.00%

60.00%

84.4000

126.6000

2013

1,228

172

40.00%

60.00%

68.8000

103.2000

35.00%

65.00%

60.2000

111.8000

2014

1,393

165

35.00%

65.00%

57.7500

107.2500

30.00%

70.00%

49.5000

115.5000

2015

1,591

198

35.00%

65.00%

69.3000

128.7000

25.00%

75.00%

49.5000

148.5000

2016

1,860

269

35.00%

65.00%

94.1500

174.8500

20.00%

80.00%

53.8000

215.2000

2017

2,129

269

35.00%

65.00%

94.1500

174.8500

15.00%

85.00%

40.3500

228.6500

2018

2,320

TOTAL

191

30.00%

70.00%

57.3000

133.7000

10.00%

90.00%

19.1000

171.9000

2,320

49.97%

50.03%

1,159.3970

1,160.6030

36.36%

63.64%

843.5020

1,476.4980

from it. A basic model using a weighted average approach reveals why.
Building the model is relatively simple. First, start by breaking down Facebook accounts by year of creation. Facebook has provided metrics over the years concerning
the total number of accounts on its platform. By subtracting, it’s possible to derive the
number of new accounts per year.
In 2004 and 2005, Facebook was a closed platform with only a minimal number of
duplicate accounts due to simultaneous registration of students at different undergraduate or graduate schools. Then, on September 26, 2006, the site opened to the
public. Therefore, roughly the last three months of 2006 were the first time malicious
users had the ability to flood the platform, and at the outset, Facebook’s controls to
guard against fraud were the weakest. A conservative estimate—the “50% Targeted
Average” model (red)—might peg the percentage of fake accounts created during
2006 at 2%, while a more sober assessment—the “Realistic” model (green)—might
estimate the percentage of fake accounts created during 2006 at 15%, as Facebook’s
engineers began to cope with an onslaught of signups with little to no authentication,
for which they were likely ill-prepared.
In 2007, Zuckerberg announced the Facebook Platform, giving third-party developers
and users alike a massive incentive to engage in fraud and/or account duplication as
developers tried to boost their user numbers and users experimented with different facets of the platform. For startups, more users could lead to greater fundraising
opportunities in Silicon Valley, translating to millions of dollars. A paper from the
9
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PlainSite Weighted Average Fake Account Model
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University of California at Davis from 2010 points out “the specific problem of users
creating multiple phantom gaming profiles on [social networks] in order to achieve
a strategic advantage within social games.” The paper explicitly notes the Facebook
Platform, which at the time hosted “95,000+ applications for its over-400 million active users,” and focuses on “a real Facebook gaming application, Fighters’ Club (FC),
that is known to motivate phantom profile creations.”6
Furthermore, a recently filed lawsuit, Singer v. Facebook, Inc., specifically challenges
Facebook’s “Potential Reach” metrics that advertisers rely on when configuring their
advertising campaigns.7 The lawsuit is bolstered by the testimony of at least three
confidential witnesses who used to work for Facebook, who stated that employees,
“were indifferent to the actual numbers and in fact ‘did not give a shit’” because the
metric was “like a made-up PR number.” The lawsuit also points out, “Publicly available research has shown that the Potential Reach for 18-34 years-olds is not only
overstated at a national level but exceeds the U.S. Census Population Data in every
state.” As of February 7, 2019, Facebook has filed a motion to dismiss the case, relying
6
7
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Nazir et al, “Ghostbusting Facebook: Detecting and Characterizing Phantom Profiles in Online Social Gaming Applications.” https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2ca1/b583eead7b6159e8298f617be781c1890042.pdf
Singer v. Facebook, Inc., California Northern District Court, Case No. 3:18-cv-04978-JD.
https://www.plainsite.org/dockets/3bvv82ier/california-northern-district-court/singer-v-facebook-inc/
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1

39.

The difference between Facebook’s Potential Reach and U.S. Census Bureau statistics

2

can be illustrated at the metropolitan level as well. For example, the following chart provides examples

3

of the massive inflation of Facebook’s claimed Potential Reach in selected cities:
40.

4

Other examples28 from September 2017 for the 18-34 year-old demographic include:

City
Dallas
Houston
Los Angeles
New York
Philadelphia
Phoenix
San Antonio
San Diego
San Jose

5
6
7
8
9
10

18-34 year-old Census Pop.
379,567
645,229
1,125,300
2,305,171
459,386
410,220
401,801
434,646
256,343

Facebook’s Claimed Reach
1,200,000
1,800,000
2,700,000
4,100,000
1,100,000
720,000
690,000
760,000
490,000

Inflation Rate
216%
179%
140%
78%
139%
76%
72%
75%
91%

11 lawsuit alleges that among 18- to 34-year-olds, about 50% or more of Facebook accounts supposedly in Dallas, Houston, Los
The Singer
Angeles, and Philadelphia
fake.
41. are Because
not every 18-34 year-old has a Facebook Account, the discrepancy between
12

Facebook’s Potential Reach for the 18-34 year-old demographic and the Census Population does not

on an array of standard legal arguments: its
capture the full extent to which Facebook’s Potential Reach
is overstated.
metrics
aren’t supposed to align with Cen14
the plaintiffs
haven’tof been
42.
For example, Plaintiffs commissioned theirsus
ownestimates,
survey to determine
the percentage
15
specific enough, its policies are fair, etc.
13

16
17
18
19

18-34 years old in Chicago who have a Facebook account. The survey found that 59% of 18-34 year-

olds in Chicago have Facebook accounts. In September 2017 in Chicago, Facebook’s Potential Reach

Conclusion

was 1,900,000. However, the Census Population for 18-34 year-olds in Chicago was only 808,785.29
Thus, based on this comparison alone, Facebook’s Potential Reach for 18-34 years old in September

After its Q2 2018 earnings call in which
it was suggested that growth would stall,
20
Facebook’s
stock
lost when
$120compared
billion intovalue
43.
The inflation of Facebook’s Potential Reach
is even more
dramatic
21
in a single day—the largest absolute drop
the survey. In 2017, based on the survey described above, approximately 485,000 actual Chicago
to affect a company in history—providing
22 lawsuit also includes this diagram highlighting the degree to which
The Singer
residents
had
Facebook
accounts. Therefore,
when Facebook
represented
that theincenFacebook overstates
its between
advertising 18-34
platform’s
ability
to reach Americans.
management
with an
considerable
23
not
to repeat
“Potential Reach” for this demographic was 1,900,000, tive
it was
almost
4 timesthe
thatperformance.
true number ofIn or24
der to avoid another catastrophic decline in the share price, management therefore
people potentially reached.
turned to a time-tested strategy: lying.
25
26
27
28

11

2017 was 2.35 times the Census Population.

44.

A similar analysis reveals dramatic inflation of the Potential Reach number in Kansas

As far as Mark Zuckerberg is concerned, down is up. But down is not up, and saying
so Video
on anAdvertising
earnings Bureau
call to Report,
boost ata 14.
stock price, as Zuckerberg did, is securities fraud.
See
29 While he and other Facebook executives are certainly entitled to their opinion reId.
garding how well the company is doing,
10 they have a legal obligation to present factual
data to investors, and to
present
that data
in a straightforward manner. It is high time
CLASS
ACTION
COMPLAINT
for regulators and regulators the media, to hold Mark and other ultra-wealthy individuals to account if and when they lie to investors in a material fashion.
28
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